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Abstract

Recently, extended gapless phases with emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance occupy-
ing finite regions in the phase diagrams have been found in one-dimensional spin-1/2
models with nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry groups. In this work, we investigate the ques-
tion of whether the conditions for emergent SU(2)1 invariance can be loosened. We find
that besides the nonsymmorphic Oh group, the other four smaller nonsymmorphic cubic
groups including O, Th, Td and T can also give rise to emergent SU(2)1 invariance. Mini-
mal spin-1/2 models having these nonsymmorphic cubic groups as symmetry groups are
constructed, and numerical evidences for the emergent SU(2)1 invariance are provided.
Our work is useful for understanding gapless phases in one-dimensional spin systems
with nonsymmorphic symmetries.
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1 Introduction

Nonsymmorphic symmetries are a class of crystalline symmetry operations which involve a
combination of fractional lattice translations and rotations or reflections [1]. In recent years,
there are increasing research interests in studying the consequences of nonsymmorphic sym-
metries in condensed matter systems. Among the investigations of nonsymmorphic symme-
tries, the noninteracting and weakly interacting systems have been well-studied [2–13] includ-
ing topological insulators, hourglass fermions, Dirac insulators and topological semi-metals,
whereas strongly correlated nonsymmorphic systems remain much less explored [14–16]. It
is worth to note that there is a special category of nonsymmorphic symmetry groups named
“spin-space groups" [17], in which the spins are allowed to rotate independently from the spa-
tial coordinates, different from the usual magnetic space groups where the rotations in the
spin and orbital spaces are combined in a spin-orbit coupled manner.

One-dimensional (1D) Kitaev spin models are 1D versions of the generalized Kitaev spin-
1/2 models on the honeycomb lattice [18–35], which can be constructed by selecting one or
several rows out of the honeycomb lattice. Recent studies on 1D Kitaev spin models (such
as Kitaev-Heisenberg-Gamma model, Kitaev models with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions,
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etc.) have revealed rich nonsymmorphic spin-space symmetry group structures, leading to
exotic strongly correlated properties, including emergent conformal symmetries [24,34], non-
local string order parameters [22, 28], and magnetic phases with exotic symmetry breaking
patterns [24,25,28].

Particularly, with the help of a unitary transformation called six-sublattice rotation, the
symmetry group of the 1D Kitaev-Gamma model [24] has been shown to be isomorphic to the
Oh group in the sense of modulo lattice translation symmetries, where Oh is the full octahedral
group, the largest crystalline point group with 48 group elements, or more rigorously, the
symmetry group GKΓ satisfies the non-split short exact sequence 1→ Z→ GKΓ → Oh→ 1 [31].
It has been analytically proved and numerically verified that the nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry
stabilizes an extended gapless phase which has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry at
low energies. This is an interesting and exotic result since an extended phase with emergent
SU(2)1 conformal symmetry occupying a finite region in the phase diagram usually arises from
a full SU(2) symmetry, not discrete symmetry groups. It is worth to note that while the 1D spin-
1/2 Gamma model lies in the gapless phase, the pure Kitaev model does not [24]. Hence the
1D spin-1/2 Gamma model can be viewed as the minimal model realizing the nonsymmorphic
Oh symmetry with an emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance at low energies.

In this work, we investigate the question: Is it possible for a smaller nonsymmorphic sym-
metry group to stabilize an extended phase of emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance? We
find that the answer to this question is yes, and in fact, the nonsymmorphic counterparts of all
the five cubic point groups Oh, O, Th, Td and T can lead to emergent SU(2)1 invariance. We
note that T ∼= A4 is the smallest cubic point group among the five where A4 is the alternating
group of order 12. The nonsymmorphic T group is the smallest group which can achieve the
goal of stabilizing SU(2)1 invariance, namely, an emergent SU(2)1 invariance is not possible
for nonsymmorphic planar groups. For all the five nonsymmorphic cubic groups, minimal
models are constructed, which can be viewed variants of the 1D Gamma model. Using density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG) simulations [36–38], numerical evidence for emergent
SU(2)1 invariance are provided for all the minimal models.

It is worth to note that two scenarios need to be distinguished depending on whether
the Hamiltonian after the six-sublattice rotation has three-site or six-site periodicities. The
minimal model for nonsymmorphic Oh group with a six-site periodicity in the six-sublattice
rotated frame can be obtained from the 1D Gamma model by adding a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction [34], from which minimal models of other nonsymmorphic groups with six-site
periodicities can be constructed as variants. We find that if the rotated Hamiltonian is three-
site periodic, then all the five nonsymmorphic cubic symmetry groups can stabilize an extended
SU(2)1 phase. On the other hand, for the six-site periodic case, only the nonsymmorphic Oh,
O, and Td groups can do the job.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, a brief review is given for the
1D spin-1/2 Gamma model and the related nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry, emergent SU(2)1
conformal invariance, and nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas. In Sec. 3, the
nonsymmorphic T group is constructed, and the existence of an extended gapless phase with
an emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry is proved. A minimal model realizing the nonsym-
morphic T group is also constructed, and DMRG numerical evidence on the SU(2)1 invariance
is presented. In Sec. 4, the nonsymmorphic Th group is constructed, and the corresponding
minimal model – the asymmetric Gamma model – is discussed in details. Sec. 5 is devoted
to discussing the nonsymmorphic O group and the corresponding minimal model. In Sec. 6,
the nonsymmorphic Td symmetry and the corresponding minimal model are constructed and
investigated. In Sec. 7, the cases of six-site periodicity are studied, including a review of the
Oh case, and investigations of the O and Td cases. Finally, in Sec. 8, the main results of this
work are summarized.
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2 Review of the 1D symmetric Gamma model

In this section, we give a brief review of the 1D spin-1/2 symmetric Gamma model, its hid-
den nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry group structure, and the emergence of SU(2)1 conformal
invariance at low energies.

2.1 Symmetric Gamma model and the nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry

Figure 1: Bond patterns of the Kitaev-Gamma chain (a) without sublattice rota-
tion, (b) after the six-sublattice rotation, (c) with a nonzero DM interaction after
six-sublattice rotation. The black squares represent the unit cells.

The Hamiltonian of the 1D spin-1/2 symmetric Gamma model is defined as

HSΓ =
∑

<i j>∈γbond

Γ (Sαi Sβj + Sβi Sαj ), (1)

in which (α,β ,γ) form a right-handed coordinate system, and the pattern for the bond γ is
shown in Fig. 1 (a).

To discuss the symmetry group of the symmetric Gamma model, it is useful to consider a
unitary transformation U6, called six-sublattice rotation, defined as

Sublattice 1 : (x , y, z) → (x ′, y ′, z′),

Sublattice 2 : (x , y, z) → (−x ′,−z′,−y ′),

Sublattice 3 : (x , y, z) → (y ′, z′, x ′),

Sublattice 4 : (x , y, z) → (−y ′,−x ′,−z′),

Sublattice 5 : (x , y, z) → (z′, x ′, y ′),

Sublattice 6 : (x , y, z) → (−z′,−y ′,−x ′), (2)

in which "Sublattice i" (1 ≤ i ≤ 6) represents all the sites i + 6n (n ∈ Z) in the chain, and
we have abbreviated Sα (S′α) as α (α′) for short (α = x , y, z). It can be verified that the
transformed Hamiltonian H ′SΓ = (U6)−1HSΓU6 acquires the following form,

H ′SΓ =
∑

<i j>∈γbond

(−Γ )(S′αi S′αj + S′βi S′βj ), (3)

in which (α,β ,γ) form a right-handed coordinate system, and the pattern for the bond γ= x , z, y
is shown in Fig. 1 (b), having a three-site periodicity. Explicit forms of HSΓ and H ′SΓ are in-
cluded in Appendix A.
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In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian H ′SΓ is invariant under the following symmetry transfor-
mations,

1. T : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′xi ,−S′yi ,−S′zi )

2. RaTa : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (S
′z
i+1, S′xi+1, S′yi+1)

3. RI I : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′z4−i ,−S′y4−i ,−S′x4−i)

4. R( x̂ ,π) : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (S
′x
i ,−S′yi ,−S′zi )

5. R( ŷ ,π) : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′xi , S′yi ,−S′zi )

6. R(ẑ,π) : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′xi ,−S′yi , S′zi ), (4)

in which T is the time reversal operation; I is the spatial inversion operation with inversion
center located at site 2; R(n̂,φ) denotes a global spin rotation around n̂-direction by an angle
φ; Tna represents the translation operator by n sites; Ra is the spin rotation around (1, 1,1)-
direction by an angle −2π/3; and RI is a π-rotation around the (1,0,−1)-direction. The
symmetry group G is generated by the above symmetry transformations as

GSΓ =<T , RaTa, RI I , R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>, (5)

in which <...> represents the group generated by the elements within the bracket. It is worth
to note that GSΓ is a spin-space group [17], since the rotations are restricted in the spin space,
not of a spin-orbit coupled structure (all symmetry groups discussed in later sections in this
work are spin-space groups). Since T3a = (RaTa)3 generates an abelian normal subgroup
of GSΓ , the quotient GSΓ/<T3a> is a group. It has been proved in Ref. [24] that GSΓ is a
nonsymmorphic group and satisfies

GSΓ/<T3a>
∼= Oh, (6)

where Oh is the full octahedral group, which is the largest three-dimensional crystalline point
group. The group GSΓ satisfies the following short exact sequence,

1→<T3a>→ GSΓ → Oh→ 1, (7)

and the rigorous mathematical meaning of “nonsymmorphic" is that the above short exact
sequence is non-split [31].

We note that as discussed in Ref. [26], Eq. (6) has an intuitive understanding by observing
that all the symmetry operations in Eq. (4) act as symmetries of a three-dimensional (3D)
spin cube when restricted in the spin space as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, it is known
that the symmetry group of a 3D cube is the Oh group [41], hence it is not a surprise that the
symmetry group GSΓ is intimately related to the Oh group.

2.2 Emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance

Remarkably, it has been verified by DMRG numerics that H ′SΓ (equivalently HSΓ ) has an emer-
gent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry at low energies, described by the Sugawara Hamiltonian of
the (1+1)-dimensional SU(2)1 Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) model,

H = 2π
3

v( ~JL · ~JL + ~JR · ~JR), (8)

in which v is the velocity; ~JL and ~JR are the left and right WZW currents, respectively, defined
as

~JL = −
1

4π
tr[(∂z g)g† ~σ]

~JR =
1

4π
tr[g†(∂z̄ g)~σ], (9)
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Figure 2: Actions of the symmetry operations in Eq. (4) in the spin space as symme-
tries of a 3D spin cube. Time reversal operation corresponds to the inversion of the
spin cube, which is not shown in the figure. This figure is taken from Ref. [26].

where g is the SU(2)1 primary field which is a 2× 2 SU(2) matrix. In addition, the following
nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas have been proposed in Ref. [24] which
build the connections between the spin operators S′αk (k ∈ Z, α = x , y, z) and the SU(2)1
WZW degrees of freedom,

Sαj+3n = DαL, jJ
α
L + DαR, jJ

α
R + (−)

j+3nCαj Nα, (10)

in which: Nα = itr(gσα) where σα (α = x , y, z) is the Pauli matrix; n is the unit cell index;
1 ≤ j ≤ 3 is the site index within a unit cell; DαL, j , DαR, j , CαL, j , CαR, j are bosonization coefficients
satisfying

Dz
ν,1 = D y

ν,2 = Dx
ν,3 = D1,

Dx
ν,1 = Dz

ν,2 = D y
ν,3 = D y

ν,1 = Dx
ν,2 = Dz

ν,3 = D2, (11)

and

Cz
ν,1 = C y

ν,2 = C x
ν,3 = C1,

C x
ν,1 = Cz

ν,2 = C y
ν,3 = C y

ν,1 = C x
ν,2 = Cz

ν,3 = C2, (12)

in which ν= L, R. In the sense of low energy properties, the above nonsymmorphic nonabelian
bosonization formulas apply to any model with nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry and emergent
SU(2)1 conformal invariance.

We note that the spin-1/2 symmetric Gamma model serves as the minimal model having
nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry and emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance. There are other
terms which preserve the nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry and keep the SU(2)1 conformal invari-
ance. An example of such additional terms is the 1D Kitaev term (so that the model becomes
the more general Kitaev-Gamma model), as discussed in details in Ref. [24].

2.3 Generalizations of SU(2)1 invariance to other nonsymmorphic symmetry
groups

As previously reviewed, a nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry group leads to an emergent SU(2)1
conformal invariance at low energies. Then a natural question is: Is it possible to lower the
symmetries of the symmetric Gamma model, while at the same time maintaining the emergent
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SU(2)1 conformal symmetry? Furthermore, what is the smallest nonsymmorphic symmetry
group required to ensure the emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance? In the following sec-
tions, we will answer the above questions, by demonstrating that: 1. the required smallest
nonsymmorphic symmetry group is the smallest cubic group, i.e., the T group; 2. all the five
cubic groups Oh, O, Th, Td , T can stabilize the emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry.

We note that the symmetric Gamma model is the minimal model realizing the Oh non-
symmorphic symmetry. It also serves as the parent model for a number of models, which
are minimal models for different nonsymmorphic cubic groups. These other models can be
constructed by adding one or several of the following terms to the Hamiltonian HSΓ ,

∑

<i j>∈γbond

DM (S
α
i Sβj − Sβi Sαj ),

∑

<i j>∈γbond

(−)i−1D(Sαi Sβj − Sβi Sαj ),

Ω
∑

j

(S x
j−1S y

j S x
j+1 − S y

j−1S x
j S y

j+1),

Ω2

∑

j

(−) j−1(S x
j−1S y

j S x
j+1 + S y

j−1S x
j S y

j+1), (13)

which will discussed in detail in later sections,
On the other hand, although the five nonsymmorphic cubic groups all lead to SU(2)1 con-

formal invariance, they still have different low energy properties in the sense that the corre-
sponding nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas are different. The expressions of
the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas will be explicitly derived for all the five
cubic groups.

3 Nonsymmorphic cubic T group

In this section, we demonstrate that the nonsymmorphic cubic T group is the smallest non-
symmorphic symmetry group required for the emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance. We
first show that the nonsymmorphic T group indeed leads to an SU(2)1 conformal invariance
at low energies. Since the other four nonsymmorphic cubic groups contain the nonsymmor-
phic T group as a subgroup, it follows that all the five nonsymmorphic cubic groups are able to
produce SU(2)1 conformal invariance. Second, we show that if the symmetry group is lowered
from cubic to planar, then the SU(2)1 conformal invariance is in general broken. The above
two reasonings establish the fact that the nonsymmorphic cubic T group is indeed the minimal
one for ensuring SU(2)1 conformal symmetry.

3.1 Construction of the nonsymmorphic T group

The cubic T point group is isomorphic to the alternating group A4, which has the following
generator-relation representation,

T =<a, b|a3 = b2 = (ab)3 = e>, (14)

where a, b are the two generators and e is the identity element in the group.
By removing the symmetry operations T and RI I from Eq. (4), we consider the following

symmetry group GT ,

GT =<RaTa, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>. (15)
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We are going to show that

GT/<T3a>
∼= T. (16)

Let’s define

a′ = RaTa, b′ = R(ẑ,π). (17)

Notice that a′b′(a′)−1 = R( x̂ ,π), and R(ẑ,π)R( x̂ ,π) = R( ŷ ,π). As a result, a′ and b′ can be
chosen as the generator of GT , i.e.,

GT =<a′, b′>. (18)

This means that it is enough to prove the following identity

GT/<T3a>=<a′, b′>/<T3a>. (19)

To prove Eq. (19), we first show that GT/<T3a> is a subgroup of T by proving that the
relations in Eq. (14) are satisfied by a′, b′ in the sense of modulo T3a. To see this, simply
notice the following identities,

(a′)3 = (a′b′)3 = T3a,

(b′)3 = 1. (20)

Then, to prove the isomorphism between GT/<T3a> and T , it is enough to further show
that the number of group elements in GT/<T3a> is no smaller than that of T . In fact, there
are twelve distinct elements in GT given by

1 = e

R( x̂ ,π) = a′b′(a′)−1

R( ŷ ,π) = a′b′(a′)−1 b′

R(ẑ,π) = b′

R(
1
p

3
(1,1, 1),−

2π
3
)Ta = a′

R(
1
p

3
(1, 1,1),

2π
3
)T−a = (a′)−1

R(
1
p

3
(1,−1,−1),−

2π
3
)Ta = a′b′a′b′(a′)−1

R(
1
p

3
(1,−1,−1),

2π
3
)T−a = a′b′(a′)−1 b′(a′)−1

R(
1
p

3
(−1, 1,−1),−

2π
3
)Ta = a′b′(a′)−1 b′(a′b′)2(a′)−1

R(
1
p

3
(−1,1,−1),

2π
3
)T−a = a′[b′(a′)−1]2 b′a′b′(a′)−1

R(
1
p

3
(−1,−1,1),−

2π
3
)Ta = b′a′(b′)−1

R(
1
p

3
(−1,−1, 1),

2π
3
)T−a = b′(a′)−1(b′)−1. (21)

Since the above twelve operations act in distinct ways in the spin space (as can be seen from
the left hand side of the equalities in Eq. (21)), they also act differently in the quotient group
GT/<T3a>. Hence we have |GT/<T3a>| ≥ 12. On the other hand, |T | = 12, and as a result
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Figure 3: Decorated cube with the symmetry group as the T group.

|GT/<T3a>| ≥ |T |. Combining with the already proved fact that GT/<T3a> is a subgroup of
T , we see that the two must be isomorphic to each other.

We note that there is an intuitive understanding of the isomorphism in Eq. (16). If the
spatial components in the symmetry operations in Eq. (21) are temporarily ignored, then it
can be observed that all the operations restricted within the spin space leave the decorated
cube in Fig. 3 invariant. On the other hand, the symmetry group of the decorated cube in Fig.
3 is the cubic T group, hence it is not a surprise that GT is intimately related to the cubic T
group.

3.2 Emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry

Having established the isomorphism in Eq. (16), we next prove that GT is enough to ensure
the emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance. The strategy is to take the 1D spin-1/2 symmetric
Gamma model in Eq. (3) as the unperturbed system, and then consider all the perturbations
allowed by the symmetry group GT . The conclusion of emergent SU(2)1 invariance follows by
showing that the low energy field theory up to relevant and marginal terms (in the sense of
renormalization group (RG)) remain to be the SU(2)1 WZW model.

In 1+1 dimension, the relevant and marginal terms correspond to the operators having
scaling dimensions smaller than and equal to two, respectively. Using the facts that the SU(2)1
WZW current operators and the primary fields have scaling dimensions equal to 1 and 1/2,
respectively, the relevant and marginal terms are exhausted by the following terms, which can
be analyzed by applying the symmetry transformation properties summarized in Appendix B.

1) The dimension 1/2 operators ε= tr(g) and Nα (α= x , y, z) are forbidden by T3a, since
g changes sign under T3a.

2) The dimension 1 operators Jαν (α= x , y, z and ν= L, R) are forbidden by R(β̂ ,π)where
β 6= α, since Jαν changes sign under R(β̂ ,π) where α 6= β (α,β ∈ {x , y, z}).

3) The dimension 3/2 operators JαL ε, JαR ε, JαL Nβ , and JαR Nβ are forbidden by T3a, since
the signs of Jαν (Nα) remains unchanged (changed) under T3a.

4) The dimension 2 operators are in general of the forms JαL JβL , JαR JβR , and JαL JβR , where
α,β ∈ {x , y, z}. In the continuum limit, the translation operator Ta becomes an internal sym-
metry, which acts as identity on JαL and JαR . There are four irreducible representations of the
T group, given by A, E1, E2 and T [42] (note: whether the symbol T refers to the representa-
tion T or the cubic group T should be clear from the context). Both span{JαL |α = x , y, z} and
span{JαR |α = x , y, z} correspond to the T representation, which is three-dimensional, where
span{...} represents the vector space spanned by the elements within the bracket. Using the
tensor product rule T ⊗ T = A⊕ E1 ⊕ E2 ⊕ T , we see that the only terms which are invariant
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under the T group (i.e., corresponding to the A representation) are ~JL · ~JL , ~JR · ~JR and ~JL · ~JR.
Based on the above analysis, the low energy Hamiltonian compatible with the nonsym-

morphic cubic T group is

H1 =H(0)1 − u

∫

d x ~JL · ~JR, (22)

in which

H(0)1 =

∫

d x
2π
3
(vL ~JL · ~JL + vR ~JR · ~JR)

=

∫

d x
2π
3

v(λ ~JL · ~JL +λ
−1 ~JR · ~JR), (23)

where v = pvL vR, and λ =
p

vL/vR. Notice that because of a lack of time reversal and
inversion symmetries, the velocities of the left and right movers are in general different, which
is different from the case of nonsymmorphic Oh symmetry in Eq. (8). We will absorb the
velocity v into a redefinition of time in what follows, or effectively, v = 1.

Next we show that the Hamiltonian H1 in Eq. (22) has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal
symmetry at low energies when u > 0, i.e., a positive u is an irrelevant operator in the RG
sense. The strategy is to study the one-loop RG flow of the coupling u, by taking H(0)1 as the
unperturbed system. To facilitate the RG analysis, we will take the following more general
version of the Hamiltonian [40]

H′1 =H(0)1 −
∑

α=x ,y,z

uα

∫

d xJαL JαR , (24)

such that Eq. (22) corresponds to the special case uα ≡ u in Eq. (24).
We use the standard method of operator product expansion (OPE) to derive the one-loop

RG flow equations [39,40] for v, λ, and u. In imaginary time, all the information of the system
is encoded in the following time ordered product,

T (e−
∫

dτd x
∑

α=x ,y,z(−uαJαL JαR )), (25)

in which JαL and JαR are the operators in the interaction picture defined by the unperturbed

Hamiltonian H(0)1 , i.e.,

JαL (τ, x) = eτH
(0)
1 JL(τ= 0, x)e−τH

(0)
1 = JαL (z),

JαR (τ, x) = eτH
(0)
1 JR(τ= 0, x)e−τH

(0)
1 = JαR (z̄

′), (26)

where

z = λτ+ i x ,

z̄′ = λ−1τ+ i x . (27)

Notice that sinceλ can be different from 1, z̄′may not be the complex conjugate of z. According
to the chiral SU(2)1 WZW theory, the operator product expansions (OPE) of JαL and JαR are
given by [43]

JαL (z)J
β
L (w) =

δαβ

8π2(z −w)2
+

iεαβγJ
γ
L (w)

2π(z −w)
+ (JαL JβL )(w) +O(z −w),

JαR (z̄
′)JβR (w̄

′) = −
δαβ

8π2(z̄′ − w̄′)2
+

iεαβγJ
γ
L (w̄

′)

2π(z̄′ − w̄′)
+ (JαR JβR )(w̄

′) +O(z̄′ − w̄′), (28)

10
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in which (AB)(w) represents the normal ordered product of the OPE A(z)B(w), i.e., the O(1)
term in the Laurent expansion of A(z)B(w) in terms of z − w, and similar for (AB)(w̄′) in the
anti-holomorphic sector.

Expanding Eq. (25) to second order, we obtain

1+

∫

dτd x
∑

α=x ,y,z

uαJαL JαR +
1
2

∫

a
dτ1d x1dτ2d x2

∑

α=x ,y,z

∑

β=x ,y,z

uαuβ JαL (z1)J
α
R (z̄

′
1)J

β
L (z2)J

β
R (z̄

′
2) + ...,

(29)

in which z and z̄′ are given in Eq. (27); τ−, x−, z−, z̄− are

τ− = τ1 −τ2,

x− = x1 − x2,

z− = λτ− + i x−,

z̄′− = λ−1τ− − i x−; (30)

and
∫

a indicates that the integration is subject to a real space cutoff a, i.e., the integration
range is restricted to

Æ

|τ1 −τ2|2 + |x1 − x2|2 ≥ a. (31)

To perform RG, we increase the real space cutoff from a to ba, by integrating over the fields
within the range

a ≤
Æ

|τ1 −τ2|2 + |x1 − x2|2 ≤ ba. (32)

Using the OPE in Eq. (28) and integrating over the modes in Eq. (32), the second order
term in Eq. (29) contains the following terms

1
2

∫

ba
dτd x

∫ ba

a
dτ−d x−

1
8π2(z−)2

∑

α=x ,y,z

(uα)
2(JαR JαR )(z̄

′)

−
1
2

∫

ba
dτd x

∫ ba

a
dτ−d x−

1
8π2(z̄′−)2

∑

α=x ,y,z

(uα)
2(JαL JαL )(z)

−
1
2

∫

ba
dτd x

∫ ba

a
dτ−d x−

1
4π2z−z̄′−

∑

α=x ,y,z

∑

β=x ,y,z

∑

γ=x ,y,z

(εαβγ)
2uαuβ JγL (z)J

γ
R(z̄
′), (33)

in which
∫ ba

a means that the integration is restricted within the range in Eq. (32). The inte-

grations
∫ ba

a dτ−d x− can be evaluated as

∫ ba

a
dτ−d x−

1
(z−)2

= 0,

∫ ba

a
dτ−d x−

1
(z̄′−)2

= 0,

∫ ba

a
dτ−d x−

1
z−z̄′−

= ln b
4π

p

4+ (λ−1 −λ)2
. (34)

Hence Eq. (33) reduces to

∑

γ=x ,y,z

[− ln b
1

4π
p

1+ (λ−1 −λ)2/4

∑

α,β=x ,y,z

(εαβγ)
2uαuβ]

∫

d xJγL JγR . (35)

11
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Clearly, there is no renormalization of v and λ, i.e.,

dv
d ln b

= 0

dlλ
d ln b

= 0, (36)

but there is a renormalization of uα.
Since the tree level scaling for uα vanishes (as JαL JαR is marginal where α = x , y, z), we

obtain the following one-loop RG flow equations,

dux

d ln b
= −

uyuz

2π
p

1+ (λ−1 −λ)2/4
duy

d ln b
= −

uzux

2π
p

1+ (λ−1 −λ)2/4
duz

d ln b
= −

uxuy

2π
p

1+ (λ−1 −λ)2/4
, (37)

in which a factor of two is included since both (εαβγ)2uαuβ and (εβαγ)2uβuα contribute to the
renormalization of uγ. In the special case uα ≡ u, Eq. (37) becomes

du
d ln b

= −
u2

2π
p

1+ (λ−1 −λ)2/4
. (38)

It is clear from Eq. (38) that u is marginally irrelevant (relevant) when u > 0 (u < 0). When
λ= 1, Eq. (38) reduces to the standard RG flow equations for vL = vR in Ref. [40].

Hence, in the extreme infrared limit when u> 0, the low energy Hamiltonian flows to H(0)1
in Eq. (23). That is to say, the system has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance, but with
different velocities for the left and right movers. Notice that since u is indeed positive for the
symmetric Gamma model (as this model is numerically verified to have emergent SU(2)1 con-
formal symmetry), it must remain positive at least when the perturbations are small enough.
That is to say, for the models with a nonsymmorphic cubic T symmetry group, there exists an
extend region in the phase diagram which has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance at
low energies.

By closing this subsection, we derive the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formu-
las which are consistent with the nonsymmorphic T symmetry group. Since {1, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)}
(∼= Z2×Z2) is a subgroup of the symmetry group GT , there is no cross-directional terms in the
bosonization formulas, i.e., Sαj does not contain Jβ , Nβ where β 6= α. Requiring the left and
right hand sides of Eq. (10) to be covariant under the nonsymmorphic T group, we obtain

Dz
ν,1 = D y

ν,2 = Dx
ν,3 = D(ν)1

Dx
ν,1 = Dz

ν,2 = D y
ν,3 = D(ν)2

D y
ν,1 = Dx

ν,2 = Dz
ν,3 = D(ν)3 , (39)

and

Cz
1 = C y

2 = C x
3 = C1

C x
1 = Cz

2 = C y
3 = C2

C y
1 = C x

2 = Cz
3 = C3, (40)

12
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in which ν = L, R. We note that since there is no time reversal nor inversion symmetry, in
general D(L)µ 6= D(R)µ (µ = 1, 2,3). Eqs. (39,40) reduce back to the nonsymmorphic Oh case in

Eqs. (11,12) by imposing the conditions D(L)µ = D(R)µ = Dµ, D2 = D3, and C2 = C3.
The SU(2)1 WZW model combined with the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization for-

mulas enable the derivations of the spin correlation functions. Under proper normalizations,
the SU(2)1 WZW model predicts

〈JαL (z)J
β
L (w)〉 = δαβ

1
(z −w)2

,

〈JαR (z̄
′)JβL (w̄

′)〉 = δαβ
1

(z̄′ − w̄′)2
,

〈Nα(z, z̄′)Nβ(w, w̄′)〉 = δαβ
1

p

(z −w)(z̄′ − w̄′)
. (41)

In the static case, the above equations can be simplified into

〈JαL (r + x)JβL (r)〉 = −
δαβ

x2
,

〈JαR (r + x)JβL (r)〉 = −
δαβ

x2
,

〈Nα(r + x)Nβ(r)〉 =
δαβ

|x |
, (42)

in which both x and r are spatial coordinates and the time τ is implicitly set to zero. Then com-
bining with the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas, we obtain the following
static spin correlation functions Sαα(r) = 〈Sα1 Sα1+r〉 as

Sαα(r) = Sαα0 (r) + (−)
rSααπ (r) + sin(

π

3
r)Sαα

π/3,(1)(r) + cos(
π

3
r)Sαα

π/3,(2)(r)

+ sin(
2π
3

r)Sαα2π/3,(1)(r) + cos(
2π
3

r)Sαα
π/3,(2)(r), (43)

in which Sααπ (r) (α= x , y, z) is given by

Sααπ (r) = Aα
ln1/2(r/r0)

r
, (44)

where

Ax =
1
3
[(C2)

2 + C2C3 + C2C1]

Ay =
1
3
[(C3)

2 + C3C1 + C3C2]

Az =
1
3
[(C1)

2 + C1C2 + C1C3]. (45)

We note that the logarithmic factor in Eq. (44) arises from the marginally irrelevant operator
~JL · JR in the low energy field theory in Eq. (22). For finite size periodic systems, r should be
replaced by rL =

L
π sin(πr

L ) according to conformal field theory on cylinders. The expressions
of other five Fourier components in Eq. (43) are included in Appendix C.

3.3 T as the smallest group realizing SU(2)1 conformal invariance

Finally, we argue that if the symmetry group is lowered from cubic to planar, then in gen-
eral the emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance will be lost. Let’s consider the dimension 2

13
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operators JαL JβR . Without loss of generality, let’s also assume that the system has time rever-
sal symmetry, since if the SU(2)1 conformal invariance is already lost in the presence of time
reversal symmetry, it must also be lost when time reversal symmetry is absent. Since time re-
versal switches the left and right movers, it requires the symmetric combination JαL JβR + JβL JαR .
For such symmetric combinations, the spatial inversion can also be effectively viewed as an
internal symmetry acting as identity, since in view of representations of inversion symmetry,
JαL JβR + JβL JαR has no difference from JαJβ , where spatial inversion acts trivially on the vector
space span{Jα|α= x , y, z}.

Hence, we see that for the quadratic terms JαL JβR + JβL JαR , the action of the nonsymmorphic
symmetry group effectively reduces to a subgroup of SU(2), and again in view of represen-
tations, there is no difference to consider JαJβ , where span{Jα|α = x , y, z} is a vector rep-
resentation (i.e., angular momentum 1) of the SU(2) group. Using the angular momentum
addition rule, we have 1⊗1= 0⊕1⊕2, where “n" (n ∈ Z) represents the representation of the
SU(2) group with the value of the angular momentum equal to n. Keeping only the symmetric
combinations, this becomes 1⊗ 1 = 0⊕ 2. When the symmetry group is lowered from cubic
to planar, we should consider U(1) instead of SU(2), i.e., the planar nonsymmorphic group
effectively acts as a subgroup of U(1). In the planar case, the quintet sector (i.e., the sector of
angular momentum 2) can be further decomposed, which contains an Lz = 0 state, where Lz

is the quantum number for the U(1) group. Notice that this state is not invariant under cubic
symmetry groups, since the decomposition of the quintet sector according to cubic groups is
in general 2= E ⊕ T which does not contain any one-dimensional irreducible representation,
where E and T represent the two- and three-dimensional irreducible representations of the
cubic groups.

In this way, we see that the low energy field theory for a planar nonsymmorphic group is
in general at most of the XXZ type (i.e., at most having emergent U(1) symmetry), thereby
spoiling the emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry. We note that there may be other operators
with scaling dimensions smaller than 2 which are allowed by more general nonsymmorphic
planar groups. However, since SU(2)1 conformal invariance is already broken at the level of
dimension 2 operators, it must also be broken in more general cases where additional operators
are allowed by symmetries.

Based on the above analysis, we conclude that the nonsymmorphic cubic T group is the
smallest group required for an emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry at low energies. Here
we emphasize that it is still possible for the system to have emergent SU(2)1 conformal in-
variance for planar nonsymmorphic groups under special circumstances, for example, at the
continuous phase transition points between Luttinger liquid and ordered phases (i.e., a tran-
sition from planar XXZ to axial XXZ models) [32]. However, in this case, the region having
emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance does not occupy an extended volume in the phase dia-
gram, or to say, such region has zero measure and requires fine tuning. On the other hand, the
SU(2)1 conformal invariance ensured by nonsymmorphic cubic group symmetries is a generic
symmetry property of the model, not requiring any fine tuning.

3.4 The asymmetric-Gamma-Octupole model

We consider the following “asymmetric-Gamma-Octupole model"

HAΓΩ = HAΓ +Ω(
∑

j

S x
j−1S y

j S x
j+1 −

∑

j

S y
j−1S x

j S y
j+1), (46)

in which the asymmetric Gamma term HAΓ is defined as

HAΓ = HSΓ +
∑

<i j>∈γbond

(−)i−1D(Sαi Sβj − Sβi Sαj ), (47)

14
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and theΩ term is a spin-octupolar term. We note that the D term in Eq. (47) is a staggered site-
dependent Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction which can be generated by a staggered electric
field along z-direction.

Similarly, H ′AΓΩ in the six-sublattice rotated frame is defined as H ′AΓΩ = (U6)−1HAΓΩU6,
given by

H ′AΓΩ =
∑

<i j>∈γbond

�

− Γ1Sαi Sαj − Γ2Sβi Sβj
�

+Ω
∑

j

(S′αl
j−1S′γl

j S′βl
j+1 − S′αr

j−1S′γr
j S′βr

j+1), (48)

in which Γ1 = Γ + D, Γ2 = Γ − D; γ= x , z, y has a three-site periodicity as shown in Fig. 1 (b);
γl =< j − 1, j > and (αl ,βl ,γl) form a right-handed coordinate system; γr =< j, j + 1 > and
(αr ,βr ,γr) form a right-handed coordinate system. The explicit expressions of HAΓΩ and H ′AΓΩ
are included in Appendix A. It can be verified that H ′AΓΩ is invariant under all the symmetry
operations in Eq. (4) except T and RI I . Hence the symmetry group GAΓΩ satisfies

GAΓΩ = GT , (49)

where GT is defined in Eq. (15). This shows that HAΓΩ provides a concrete realization for the
nonsymmorphic T group, and we expect that the system has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal
symmetry at low energies for a range of nonzero D and Ω. We note that there are many other
terms which preserve the nonsymmorphic T symmetry, and Eq. (46) is only one of the many
possibilities.

Figure 4: S x x
π (rL)/ ln1/2(rL) as a function of rL on a log-log scale where the slope is

−1.042, in which rL =
L
π sin(πr

L ). DMRG numerics are performed for the asymmetric-
Gamma-Octupole model in the U6 frame on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic
boundary conditions. The parameters are chosen as Γ1 = −0.8, Γ2 = −1.2, Ω= 0.3.

Finally, we discuss the numerical evidence for the emergent SU(2)1 invariance by compar-
ing numerical results with the predictions in Eq. (44). Fig. 4 shows the numerical results of
S x x
π (rL)/ ln1/2(rL) as a function of rL on a log-log scale for the asymmetric-Gamma-Octupole

model H ′AΓΩ in Eq. (48) in the U6 frame at Γ1 = −0.8, Γ2 = −1.2, and Ω = 0.3, obtained from
DMRG simulations on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic boundary conditions, in which
rL =

L
π sin(πr

L ) in accordance with conformal field theory on finite size systems. The slope
extracted from Fig. 4 (a) is −1.042, which is very close to −1, consistent with the prediction
of the SU(2)1 WZW model in Eq. (44).
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4 Nonsymmorphic cubic Th group

In this section, the nonsymmorphic Th group is discussed. We construct the nonsymmorphic
Th group, give the minimal model with nonsymmorphic Th symmetry, and present numerical
evidence obtained from DMRG simulations.

4.1 Construction of the nonsymmorphic Th group

The cubic Th group contains 24 group elements. In the language of crystalline point groups,
the Th group can be obtained from the T group by including the spatial inversion operation,
i.e., Th

∼= T × Z2. In our case, time reversal operation T plays the role of inversion since T
changes the sign of the spin operators. The set of generators of GTh

can be obtained from Eq.
(18) by adding T , as

GTh
=<T , RaTa, R(ẑ,π)>, (50)

which satisfies

GTh
/<T3a>

∼= Th. (51)

Figure 5: Decorated cube with the symmetry group as the Th group.

We note that there is an intuitive understanding of the isomorphism in Eq. (51). If the
spatial components in the symmetry operations in Eq. (50) are temporarily ignored, then it
can be observed that all the operations restricted within the spin space leave the decorated
cube in Fig. 5 invariant. On the other hand, the symmetry group of the decorated cube in Fig.
5 is the cubic Th group, hence it is not a surprise that GTh

is intimately related to the cubic Th
group. Notice that Fig. 5 has a larger symmetry group than Fig. 3, since the former is also
invariant under inversion (corresponding to time reversal) while the latter is not.

Next, we derive the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas which are consis-
tent with the nonsymmorphic Th group. Since T is a subgroup of Th, the relations in Eqs.
(39,40) also apply to the Th case. Further imposing the time reversal symmetry, we obtain the
following constraints for the bosonization coefficients

D(L)1 = D(R)1 = D1,

D(L)2 = D(R)2 = D2,

D(L)3 = D(R)3 = D3, (52)

in addition to those in Eqs. (39,40). Using the nonsymmorphic bosonization formulas and the
SU(2)1 conformal field theory, the component Sααπ (r) of the spin correlation function 〈Sα1 Sα1+r〉

16
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(α = x , y, z) in the U6 frame can be shown to be same as the case of the cubic T group given
in Eq. (44).

4.2 The asymmetric Gamma model

We consider the “asymmetric Gamma model" HAΓ defined in Eq. (47). More explicitly, the
Hamiltonian can be written in the following form,

HAΓ =
∑

n

(Γ1S y
2n−1Sz

2n + Γ2Sz
2n−1S y

2n) +
∑

n

(Γ1S x
2nSz

2n+1 + Γ2Sz
2n−1S x

2n+1), (53)

in which Γ = (Γ1 + Γ2)/2, D = (Γ1 − Γ2)/2. In what follows, we sometimes parametrize Γ1 and
Γ2 as

Γ1 = cos(θ ), Γ2 = sin(θ ). (54)

Clearly, when Γ1 = Γ2, Eq. (53) reduces to the symmetric Gamma model defined in Eq. (1).
Performing the six-sublattice rotation U6 defined in Eq. (2), HAΓ becomes H ′AΓ = (U6)−1HAΓU6,
given by

H ′AΓ =
∑

<i j>∈γbond

�

− Γ1Sαi Sαj − Γ2Sβi Sβj
�

, (55)

in which γ= x , z, y has a three-site periodicity as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Explicit expressions of
HAΓ and H ′AΓ = (U6)−1HAΓU6 are included in Appendix A.

It can be verified that when Γ1 6= Γ2, all the symmetries in Eq. (4) remain to be the sym-
metries of H ′AΓ except RI I . Hence the symmetry group GAΓ of H ′AΓ is

GAΓ =<T , RaTa, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>. (56)

Comparing with GT in Eq. (15), we see that GAΓ has an additional time reversal symmetry.
Thus, as discussed in Sec. 4.1, we have

GAΓ = GTh
, (57)

i.e., the asymmetric Gamma model has a nonsymmorphic Th symmetry, and it is expected that
there is an extended region in the phase diagram of the asymmetric Gamma model which has
an emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry.

Before proceeding on presenting numerical evidences for the asymmetric Gamma model,
we make some comments on the properties of this model. We first discuss the unitarily equiv-
alent relations in the asymmetric model. For convenience, we work with the unrotated frame
and consider HAΓ .

First, notice that a global spin rotation R(ẑ,π) around z-axis by π changes the signs of both
Γ1 and Γ2, hence there is the equivalent relation

(Γ1, Γ2)' (−Γ1,−Γ2), (58)

i.e., θ ' π+ θ up to a unitary transformation. Second, spatial inversion with respect to the
middle point of a bond switches Γ1 and Γ2, hence

(Γ1, Γ2)' (Γ2, Γ1), (59)

i.e., θ ' π/2− θ . Third, it can checked that by performing R( ŷ ,π) on odd sites and R( x̂ ,π)
on even sites, Γ1 is sent to −Γ1 whereas Γ2 remains unchanged, hence there is the equivalence

(Γ1, Γ2)' (−Γ1, Γ2), (60)
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i.e., θ ' π − θ . Based on the above discussions, we see that it is enough to consider the
parameter region θ ∈ [π/4,π/2].

Another interesting property is that the asymmetric Gamma model is exactly solvable via
a Jordan-Wigner transformation when one of Γ1 and Γ2 vanishes. Because of the equivalent
relations in Eqs. (58,59,60), it is enough to consider the case Γ2 = 0, Γ1 > 0. Then the model
becomes

HΓ1 = Γ1

∑

n

(S y
2n−1Sz

2n + S x
2nSz

2n+1). (61)

In fact, by the following two-sublattice unitary transformations V2,

Sublattice 1 : (S x
2n−1, S y

2n−1, Sz
2n−1) → (−Sz

2n−1,−S y
2n−1,−S x

2n−1)

Sublattice 2 : (S x
2n, S y

2n, Sz
2n) → (−S x

2n,−Sz
2n,−S y

2n), (62)

HΓ1 in Eq. (61) can be mapped to the following 1D Kitaev model via the identification Γ1 = K ,

HK =
∑

<i j>∈γbond

KSγi Sγj , (63)

in which the bond pattern for γ is shown in Fig. 1 (a). On the other hand, it is known that
the 1D spin-1/2 Kitaev model can be solved by a Jordan-Wigner transformation [44], whose
spectrum contains a Majorana flat band and a helical Majorana. Therefore, HΓ1 is also exactly
solvable with an infinite ground state degeneracy.

From this discussion, we see that the physics at (Γ1 = 0, Γ2) and (Γ1, Γ2 = 0) is different
from the phase of emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance. Hence we expect that the spin-1/2
asymmetric Gamma model has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry in a neighborhood
of Γ1 = Γ2, i.e., θ = π/4. However, the SU(2)1 conformal symmetry does not extend to the
special points Γ1 = 0 or Γ2 = 0, indicating a phase transition in between. This is verified by
our DMRG numerical simulations to be discussed shortly.

4.3 Numerical evidence for emergent SU(2)1 invariance

Next we discuss the numerical evidence for the emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance in the
asymmetric Gamma model. We compare the numerical results on central charge and spin cor-
relation functions with the predictions from the SU(2)1 WZW model. Because of the equivalent
relations in Eqs. (58,59,60), we restrict to the range θ ∈ [π/4,π/2]. Notice that θ = π/4 is
the symmetric Gamma model, and θ = π/2 corresponds to Γ1 = 0.

According to Ref. [24], the θ = π/4 point (i.e., the spin-1/2 1D symmetric Gamma model)
has an emergent SU(2)1 invariance at low energies. Based on the analysis in Sec. 3.2, we
expect that there is a range of θ around θ = π/4 which has emergent SU(2)1 invariance.
Fig. 6 (a) shows the numerical results at θ = 0.35π for S x x

π (rL) as a function of rL on a
log-log scale, obtained from DMRG simulations on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic
boundary conditions. The extracted exponent from the slope of the fitted line in Fig. 6 (a) is
−0.9089, very close to the predicted value −1 in Eq. (44). The 9% deviation from 1 arises
from the logarithmic correction in Eq. (44). To further study the logarithmic correction, we
plot [S x x

π (rL)rL]2 as a function of log(rL) as shown by the red dots in Fig. 6 (b). It is clear that
the red dots approximately have a linear relation, which is consistent with the prediction in
Eq. (44). Furthermore, the logarithmic correction in S x x

π can be killed by introducing a second
nearest neighbor Heisenberg term J2

∑

i
~Si · ~Si+2 into H ′AΓ in Eq. (55) [40]. In the low energy

field theory, the J2 term renormalizes the marginal coupling u in Eq. (22). At a critical value
J2c , the coupling u vanishes, and the logarithmic correction at J2c disappears. As shown by
the black dots in Fig. 6 (b), the relation between [S x x

π (rL)rL]2 and log(rL) has already become
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Figure 6: (a) S x x
π (rL) as function of rL on a log-log scale where the slope is −0.9089,

(b) [rLS x x
π (rL)]2 versus log(rL) for J2 = 0 (red points) and J2 = 0.075 (black points),

in which rL =
L
π sin(πr

L ). DMRG numerics are performed for the asymmetric Gamma
model defined in Eq. (55) at θ = 0.35π on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic
boundary conditions.

Figure 7: (a) Extracted values of the central charge for the asymmetric Gamma model
in the region θ ∈ [0.45π, 0.5π], (b) numerical data for the linear fits of the central
charge at θ = 0.4625π (black) and θ = 0.49π (red). DMRG numerics are performed
for the asymmetric Gamma model defined in Eq. (55) on a system of L = 144 sites
using periodic boundary conditions.
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very flat at J2 = 0.075, indicating a significant suppression of the logarithmic correction and
a critical value J2c very close to 0.075.

To determine the range of the phase of emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance, we have nu-
merically calculated the central charge (denoted as c) in the narrow region θ ∈ [0.45π, 0.5π],
as shown in Fig. 7 (a). Clearly, the value of the central charge remains very close to 1 un-
til θ = 0.49π, where it suddenly drops to zero, indicating an SU(2)1 phase in the region
θ ∈ [0.25π, 0.49π] and a different phase for θ ∈ [0.49π, 0.5π]. In Fig. 7 (b), the fits for
central charge at θ = 0.4625π and θ = 0.49π are shown by the black and red lines, respec-
tively. It can be seen from Fig. 7 (b) that a good linear fit with c = 0.946 can be obtained
from the black points, whereas the red points are far from a c ∼ 1 linear relation. As discussed
in Sec. 4.2, the existence of a phase different from SU(2)1 in the neighborhood of θ = 0.5π
is expected, since θ = 0.5π is an exactly solvable point which has an infinite ground state
degeneracy.

5 Nonsymmorphic cubic O group

In this section, we discuss the nonsymmorphic cubic O group, construct the minimal model
having emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance, and present numerical evidence obtained from
DMRG simulations.

5.1 Construction of the nonsymmorphic O group

The cubic O group contains 24 group elements. In the language of crystalline point groups,
the O group can be obtained from the Oh group by removing the spatial inversion operation,
i.e., Oh

∼= O ×Z2. In our case, time reversal acts as the inversion in the spin space, hence the
nonsymmorphic O group GO can be constructed as

GO =<RaTa, RI I , R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>, (64)

which satisfies

GO/<T3a>
∼= O. (65)

It is useful and interesting to construct the generators of GO. Let’s define

R′ = (RaTa)
−1

S′ = (RaTa)
−1 · RI I · RaTa · R( ŷ ,π). (66)

It can be verified that the actions of R′ and S′ are given by

R′ : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (S
′y
i−1, S′zi−1, S′xi−1),

S′ : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (S
′y
2−i ,−S′x2−i , S′z2−i). (67)

In fact, the group GO can be generated by R′, S′, i.e.,

GO =<R′, S′>, (68)

which can be seen from the following constructions by comparing with Eq. (64),

RaTa = (R′)−1

RI I = (S′)2R′(S′)−1(R′)3

R( x̂ ,π) = R′(S′)2(R′)−1

R( ŷ ,π) = (R′)−1(S′)2R′

R(ẑ,π) = (S′)2. (69)
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The cubic point group O is isomorphic to the permutation group S4, which has a generator-
relation representation

O =<R, S|R3 = S4 = (RS)2 = e>. (70)

It can be verified that

(R′)3 = T−3a

(S′)4 = 1

(R′S′)2 = 1, (71)

which satisfy the relations in Eq. (70) in the sense of modulo T3a. Therefore,<R′, S′>/<T3a> ⊆ O.
In addition, it can be verified that<R′, S′>/<T3a> contains at least 24 distinct group elements.
Since |O|= 24, we conclude that

<R′, S′>/<T3a>
∼= O, (72)

which proves Eq. (65).

Figure 8: Decorated cube with the symmetry group as the O group.

We note that there is an intuitive understanding of the isomorphism in Eq. (65). If the
spatial components in the symmetry operations in Eq. (64) are temporarily ignored, then it
can be observed that all the operations restricted within the spin space leave the decorated
cube in Fig. 8 invariant. On the other hand, the symmetry group of the decorated cube in Fig.
8 is the cubic O group, hence it is not a surprise that GO is intimately related to the cubic O
group. Notice that Fig. 8 has a larger symmetry group than Fig. 3, since Fig. 8 is also invariant
under RI shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 is not.

Next, we derive the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas which are consis-
tent with the nonsymmorphic O group. Since T is a subgroup of O, the relations in Eqs.
(39,40) also apply to the O case. Further imposing the RI I symmetry, we obtain the following
constraints for the bosonization coefficients

D(L)2 = D(L)3

D(R)2 = D(R)3

C2 = C3, (73)

in addition to those in Eqs. (39,40). Using the nonsymmorphic bosonization formulas and the
SU(2)1 conformal field theory, the component Sααπ (r) of the spin correlation function 〈Sα1 Sα1+r〉
(α= x , y, z) in the U6 frame can be shown to be given by Eq. (44) in which C2 and C3 should
be set as equal.
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5.2 The Gamma-Octupole model

We consider the following “Gamma-Octupole model"

HΓΩ = Γ
∑

<i j>∈γbond

(Sαi Sβj + Sβi Sαj ) +Ω
∑

j

(S x
j−1S y

j S x
j+1 − S y

j−1S x
j S y

j+1), (74)

which in addition to HSΓ , also contains a spin-octupolar term (i.e., the Ω term).
Performing the six-sublattice rotation U6 defined in Eq. (2), HΓΩ becomes H ′ΓΩ = (U6)−1HΓΩU6,

given by

H ′ΓΩ = −Γ
∑

<i j>∈γbond

�

S′αi S′αj + S′βi S′βj
�

+Ω
∑

j

(S′αl
j−1S′γl

j S′βl
j+1 − S′αr

j−1S′γr
j S′βr

j+1), (75)

in which γ = x , z, y has a three-site periodicity as shown in Fig. 1 (b); γl =< j − 1, j >
and (αl ,βl ,γl) form a right-handed coordinate system; γr =< j, j + 1 > and (αr ,βr ,γr) form
a right-handed coordinate system. Explicit expressions of HΓΩ and H ′ΓΩ = (U6)−1HΓΩU6 are
included in Appendix A.

Because of the spin-octupolar term, it is clear that H ′ΓΩ does not have time reversal sym-
metry. However, as can be checked, H ′ΓΩ is invariant under all other symmetries in Eq. (4)
except T . Therefore, the symmetry group GΓΩ is

GΓΩ = GO, (76)

where GO is defined in Eq. (64). This shows that HΓΩ provides a concrete realization for the
nonsymmorphic O group, and it is expected that the system has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal
symmetry at low energies for a range of Ω around zero. We note that there are many other
terms which preserve the nonsymmorphic O symmetry, and the choice of the Ω-term is only
one such possibility.

Figure 9: S x x
π (rL)/ ln1/2(rL) as function of rL on a log-log scale where the slope is

−1.043, in which rL =
L
π sin(πr

L ). DMRG numerics are performed for the Gamma-
Octupole model in the U6 frame on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic boundary
conditions. The parameters are chosen as Γ = −1, Ω= 0.3.

Next, we discuss numerical evidence for the emergent SU(2)1 invariance by comparing
numerical results with the prediction in Eq. (44). Fig. 9 shows the numerical results of
S x x
π (rL) as a function of rL on a log-log scale for the Gamma-Octupole model in the U6 frame

defined in Eq. (75) at Γ = −1, and Ω = 0.3, obtained from DMRG simulations on a system
of L = 144 sites using periodic boundary conditions. The slope extracted from Fig. 4 (a) is
−1.043, which is very close to −1, consistent with the prediction of SU(2)1 WZW model in Eq.
(44).
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6 Nonsymmorphic cubic Td group

In this section, we construct the nonsymmorphic cubic Td group, give the minimal model for
Td group which has emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance, and present numerical evidence
obtained from DMRG simulations.

6.1 Construction of the nonsymmorphic Td group

The cubic Td group contains 24 group elements. The Td group is isomorphic to S4, similar
to the O group. However, the difference is that while all the elements in O are proper (i.e.,
having determinant equal to 1), Td contain 12 improper elements (with determinant equal to
−1).

The generators of the nonsymmorphic cubic Td group GTd
can be obtained by slightly

modifying the generators for GO. Adding T to S′ in Eq. (66), we define

R′′ = (RaTa)
−1

S′′ = T · (RaTa)
−1 · RI I · RaTa · R( ŷ ,π). (77)

The group GTd
is generated by the two generators in Eq. (77), i.e.,

GTd
=<R′′, S′′>. (78)

Using the same method in Sec. 5.1, it can be straightforwardly seen that GTd
satisfies

GTd
/<T3a>

∼= S4. (79)

The difference from the nonsymmorphic cubic group GO lies in the additional T operation in
the definition of S′′, which generates improper symmetry operations in GTd

.

Figure 10: Decorated cube with the symmetry group as the Td group.

We note that there is an intuitive understanding of the isomorphism in Eq. (79). If the
spatial components in the symmetry operations in Eq. (77) are temporarily ignored, then it
can be observed that all the operations restricted within the spin space leave the decorated
cube in Fig. 10 invariant. On the other hand, the symmetry group of the decorated cube in
Fig. 10 is the cubic Td group, hence it is not a surprise that GTd

is intimately related to the
cubic Td group. Notice that Fig. 10 has a larger symmetry group than Fig. 3, since the former
is also invariant under RI followed by an inversion (corresponding to time reversal) in Fig. 2,
while the latter is not.

Next, we derive the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas which are consis-
tent with the nonsymmorphic Td group. Since T is a subgroup of Td , the relations in Eqs.
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(39,40) also apply to the Td case. Further imposing the T RI I symmetry, we obtain the follow-
ing constraints for the bosonization coefficients

D(L)2 = D(R)3 ,

D(R)2 = D(L)3 ,

C2 = C3, (80)

in addition to those in Eqs. (39,40). Using the nonsymmorphic bosonization formulas and the
SU(2)1 conformal field theory, the component Sααπ (r) of the spin correlation function 〈Sα1 Sα1+r〉
(α= x , y, z) in the U6 frame can be shown to be given by Eq. (44) in which C2 and C3 should
be set as equal.

6.2 The Gamma-staggered-Octupole model

We consider the following “Gamma-staggered-Octupole model"

HΓΩ2
= HSΓ +Ω2

∑

j

(−) j−1(S x
j−1S y

j S x
j+1 + S y

j−1S x
j S y

j+1), (81)

where HSΓ is defined in Eq. (1), and the Ω2 term represents a spin-octupolar interaction with
a staggered sign.

Performing the six-sublattice rotation U6 defined in Eq. (2), HΓΩ2
becomes H ′ΓΩ2

= (U6)−1HΓΩ2
U6,

given by

H ′ΓΩ2
= −Γ

∑

<i j>∈γbond

�

S′αi S′αj + S′βi S′βj
�

+Ω2

∑

j

(S′αl
j−1S′γl

j S′βl
j+1 + S′αr

j−1S′γr
j S′βr

j+1), (82)

in which γ = x , z, y has a three-site periodicity as shown in Fig. 1 (b); γl =< j − 1, j > and
(αl ,βl ,γl) form a right-handed coordinate system; γr =< j, j + 1 > and (αr ,βr ,γr) form a
right-handed coordinate system. Explicit expressions of HΓΩ2

and H ′ΓΩ2
are included in Ap-

pendix A.
It can be checked that H ′ΓΩ2

is not invariant under T nor RI I , but the combination T RI I is
a symmetry of H ′ΓΩ2

. Furthermore, it is straightforward to see that all the elements in GT are
symmetries of H ′ΓΩ2

, hence the symmetry group GΓΩ2
of H ′ΓΩ2

is

GΓΩ2
=<T RI I , RaTa, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>. (83)

It is not hard to show that

GΓΩ2
= GTd

, (84)

where GTd
is defined in Eq. (78). To see this, simply notice that one the one hand, the gen-

erators R′′ and S′′ of GTd
can be obtained from the elements within the bracket of right hand

side of Eq. (83); and on the other hand, all the elements in the bracket of right hand side of
Eq. (83) can be constructed from R′′ and S′′, since

T RI I = (R
′′)−1S′′(R′′)−1(S′′)−2(R′′)2 (85)

and the constructions for RaTa, R(α̂,π) (α = x , y, z) are the same as those in Eq. (69) except
that R′ and S′ should be replaced by R′′ and S′′, respectively.

The above discussions show that HΓΩ2
provides a concrete realization for the nonsymmor-

phic Td group, and we expect that the system has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal symmetry
at low energies for a range of Ω2 around Ω2 = 0. We note that there are many other terms
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Figure 11: S x x
π (rL)/ ln1/2(rL) as function of rL on a log-log scale where the slope is

−1.043, in which rL =
L
π sin(πr

L ). DMRG numerics are performed for the Gamma-
staggered-Octupole model in the U6 frame on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic
boundary conditions. The parameters are chosen as Γ = −1, Ω2 = 0.3.

which preserve the nonsymmorphic Td symmetry, and the choice of the Ω2-term is only one
such possibility.

Next, we discuss numerical evidence for the emergent SU(2)1 invariance by comparing
the numerical results with the predictions in Eq. (44). Fig. 11 shows the numerical re-
sults of S x x

π (rL)/ ln1/2(rL) as a function of rL on a log-log scale for the Gamma-staggered-
Octupole model in the U6 frame defined in Eq. (82) at Γ1 = −1 and Ω2 = 0.3, obtained from
DMRG simulations on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic boundary conditions, in which
rL =

L
π sin(πr

L ). The slope extracted from Fig. 11 (a) is −1.043, which is very close to −1,
consistent with the prediction from SU(2)1 WZW model in Eq. (44).

7 The cases of six-site unit cells

In previous sections, the systems all have a three-site periodicity in the U6 frame. Remarkably,
as shown in Ref. [34], it is possible for an emergence of SU(2)1 conformal symmetry even
when the unit cell contains six sites. This is a surprising result since naively the six-site unit
cell corresponds to an integer spin, not satisfying the conditions of the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis-
Affleck theorem [45–48] where half-odd integer spin is required. It has been established in
Ref. [34] that the SU(2)1 invariance is protected by a nonsymmorphic symmetry group GΓDM

satisfying GΓDM
/<T6a>

∼= Oh in the U6 frame.
In this section, we ask the similar questions as Sec. 2.3: Can we lower the nonsymmorphic

Oh symmetry for the case of six-site unit cell while maintaining the emergent SU(2)1 conformal
invariance at low energies; and what is the smallest nonsymmorphic symmetry group which
can stabilize an extended SU(2)1 phase in this case? For a brief summary of the results in this
section, we find that not all nonsymmorphic cubic symmetry groups can stabilize an SU(2)1
phase in the case of six-site unit cell. In fact, besides Oh, only the O and Td groups can do the
job.
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7.1 Review of the symmetric 1D Gamma mode with a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interation

In this subsection, we briefly review the 1D spin-1/2 symmetric Gamma model with an ad-
ditional Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction studied in detail in Ref. [34]. By adding
DM (Sαi Sβj − Sβi Sαj ) to the Hamiltonian on bond γ =< i j > in Eq. (1), we obtain the following
Kitaev-DM model,

HΓDM
=

∑

<i j>∈γbond

(Γ1Sαi Sβj + Γ2Sβi Sαj ), (86)

where Γ1 = Γ + DM , Γ2 = Γ − DM . After performing the U6 transformation, the transformed
Hamiltonian H ′ΓDM

= (U6)−1HΓDM
U6 becomes

H ′ΓDM
=

∑

<i j>∈γbond

(−Γ1Sαi Sαj − Γ2Sβi Sβj ), (87)

in which this time, the bond γ has a six-site periodicity as shown in Fig. 1 (c), and the conven-
tions for the spin directions in Eq. (87) are: (γ,α,β) form a right-handed coordinate system
when γ ∈ {x , y, z}; (γ,α,β) form a left-handed coordinate system when γ ∈ { x̄ , ȳ , z̄}; and
Sµj = Sµ̄j (µ= x , y, z). Explicit expressions of HΓDM

and H ′ΓDM
are included in Appendix A.2.1.

In the U6 frame, H ′ΓDM
is invariant under the following transformations

1. T : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′xi ,−S′yi ,−S′zi )

2. R−1
a T2a : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (S

′y
i+2, S′zi+2, S′xi+2)

3. RI I : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′z4−i ,−S′y4−i ,−S′x4−i)

4. R( x̂ ,π) : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (S
′x
i ,−S′yi ,−S′zi )

5. R( ŷ ,π) : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′xi , S′yi ,−S′zi )

6. R(ẑ,π) : (S′xi , S′yi , S′zi )→ (−S′xi ,−S′yi , S′zi ). (88)

Clearly, though H ′ΓDM
is invariant under T6a, T3a is no longer a symmetry of the model. Com-

paring with Eq. (4), it can be seen that the only difference is a replacement of RaTa by
(RaTa)2 = R−1

a T2a. The symmetry group GΓDM
for the Gamma-DM model in the U6 frame

is generated by the symmetry operations in Eq. (88), and it has been proved in Ref. [34] that
GΓDM

satisfies

GΓDM
/<T6a>

∼= Oh. (89)

Since Eq. (6) for the symmetric Gamma model can be alternatively rewritten as GSΓ/<T3a>
∼= Oh×Z2

where Z2 =<T3a>/<T6a>, we see that GΓDM
is halved compared with GSΓ .

As discussed in Ref. [34], in the phase diagram parametrized by θ (where θ is defined
through Γ1 = cos(θ ), Γ2 = sin(θ )), H ′ΓDM

has an extended gapless phase having emergent
SU(2)1 conformal invariance at low energies. The nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization
formulas are given by

Sαj+6n = DαL, jJ
α
L + DαR, jJ

α
R + (−)

jCαj Nα, (90)

in which the bosonization coefficients satisfy (ν= L, R)

Dx
ν,1 = D y

ν,3 = Dz
ν,5 = D y

ν,1 = Dz
ν,3 = Dx

ν,5 = D2

Dz
ν,1 = Dx

ν,3 = D y
ν,5 = D1

Dx
ν,2 = D y

ν,4 = Dz
ν,6 = D′2 = Dz

ν,2 = Dx
ν,4 = D y

ν,6 = D′2
D y
ν,2 = Dz

ν,4 = Dx
ν,6 = D′1. (91)
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7.2 Symmetry analysis of the low energy field theory

In this subsection, we perform a symmetry analysis of the low energy field theory to figure out
what nonsymmorphic symmetry groups can stabilize a gapless of emergent SU(2)1 conformal
invariance at low energies. The 1D spin-1/2 Gamma-DM model in Eq. (87) is taken as the
unperturbed starting point for the analysis.

Using the methods similar to Sec. 3.1, Sec. 4.1, Sec. 5.1, Sec. 6.1, the nonsymmorphic
cubic groups T , Th, O and Td in the present case of six-site unit cells can be constructed as

G̃T =<R−1
a T2a, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>, (92)

G̃Th
=<T , R−1

a T2a, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>, (93)

G̃O =<RI I , R−1
a T2a, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>, (94)

G̃Td
=<T RI I , R−1

a T2a, R( x̂ ,π), R( ŷ ,π), R(ẑ,π)>. (95)

We note that neither G̃T nor G̃Th
can stabilize a gapless phase with emergent SU(2)1 invariance,

since ε = tr(g) is allowed by both symmetry groups, which is a relevant operator in the RG
sense and opens a gap in the system.

Next we show that the low energy field theory remains to be the SU(2)1 WZW model (up
to marginally irrelevant operators) for both the O and Td groups. The symmetry analysis is as
follows.

1) Dimension 1/2 operators: ε= tr(g) is forbidden by RI I for G̃O, and forbidden by T RI I
for G̃Td

; Nα (α= x , y, z) are forbidden by R(β̂ ,π) (β ∈ {x , y, z}, β 6= α) for both G̃O and G̃Td
.

2) Dimension 1 operators: Jαν (α= x , y, z and ν= L, R) are forbidden by R(β̂ ,π) (β 6= α)
for both G̃O and G̃Td

.
3) Dimension 3/2 operators: JαL ε, JαR ε are forbidden by R(β̂ ,π) (β 6= α) for both G̃O and

G̃Td
; (~JL + ~JR) · ~N is allowed by G̃O, whereas ~JL · ~N and ~JR · ~N are both allowed by G̃Td

.
4) Dimension 2 operators: ~JL · ~JL + ~JR · ~JR and ~JL · ~JR are allowed by G̃O, whereas ~JL · ~JL ,

~JR · ~JR and ~JL · ~JR are allowed by G̃Td
.

Hence, the low energy field theory compatible with G̃O is

H̃O =

∫

d x
2π
3

v( ~JL · ~JL + ~JR · ~JR) +w

∫

d x(~JL + ~JR) · ~N − u

∫

d x ~JL · ~JR, (96)

and the field theory compatible with G̃Td
is

H̃O =

∫

d x
2π
3

v(λ ~JL · ~JL +λ
−1 ~JR · ~JR) +

∫

d x(wL ~JL · ~N +wR ~JR · ~N)− u

∫

d x ~JL · ~JR, (97)

in which v is velocity, λ, w, wL , wR, u are coupling constants. On the other hand, it has been
shown in Ref. [34] that both ~JL · ~N and ~JR · ~N are total derivatives in the SU(2)1 WZW model,
given by

(~JL · ~N)(z, z̄′) = −3i∂zε(z, z̄′),

(~JR · ~N)(z, z̄′) = 3i∂z̄′ε(z, z̄′), (98)

in which z = λτ+i x and z̄′ = λ−1τ−i x are the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic coordinates,
respectively, where τ is the imaginary time, x is spatial coordinate, and appearances of λ and
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λ−1 in the expressions of z and z̄′ are due to the fact that the velocities may not be the same
for left and right movers as discussed in Sec. 3.2. As a result, ~JL · ~N and ~JR · ~N have no effects
on the low energy properties, since their space-time integration vanish in the action in the
path integral. Then according to the RG analysis in Sec. 3.2, we see that as long as u > 0 in
Eqs. (96,96), the system has an emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance at low energies. This
establishes the fact that both the nonsymmorphic O and Td groups can stabilize an extended
SU(2)1 phase in the present case of six-site unit cells.

The nonsymmorphic bosonization formulas can be derived similarly as before. For the O
group, the coefficients in Eq. (10) satisfy

Dx
ν,1 = D y

ν,3 = Dz
ν,5 = D y

ν,1 = Dz
ν,3 = Dx

ν,5 = D(ν)2

Dz
ν,1 = Dx

ν,3 = D y
ν,5 = D(ν)1

Dx
ν,2 = D y

ν,4 = Dz
ν,6 = Dz

ν,2 = Dx
ν,4 = D y

ν,6 = D′(ν)2

D y
ν,2 = Dz

ν,4 = Dx
ν,6 = D′(ν)1 , (99)

whereas for the Td group, they satisfy

Dx
L,1 = D y

L,3 = Dz
L,5 = D y

R,1 = Dz
R,3 = Dx

R,5 = D(L)2

Dx
R,1 = D y

R,3 = Dz
R,5 = D y

L,1 = Dz
L,3 = Dx

L,5 = D(R)2

Dz
L,1 = Dx

L,3 = D y
L,5 = Dz

R,1 = Dx
R,3 = D y

R,5 = D1

Dx
L,2 = D y

L,4 = Dz
L,6 = Dz

R,2 = Dx
R,4 = D y

R,6 = D′(L)2

Dx
R,2 = D y

R,4 = Dz
R,6 = Dz

L,2 = Dx
L,4 = D y

L,6 = D′(R)2

D y
L,2 = Dz

L,4 = Dx
L,6 = D y

R,2 = Dz
R,4 = Dx

R,6 = D′1. (100)

7.3 O group: The Gamma-DM-Octupole model

The minimal model for the nonsymmorphic O group with six-site unit cells in the U6 frame is
the Gamma-DM-Octupole model defined in the original frame as follows,

HΓDMΩ
= HΓDM

+Ω(
∑

j

S x
j−1S y

j S x
j+1 −

∑

j

S y
j−1S x

j S y
j+1), (101)

in which HΓDM
is defined in Eq. (86). Explicit expressions of the Hamiltonians in the original

and U6 frames are included in Appendix A.2.2.
Using the nonsymmorphic nonabelian bosonization formulas in Eq. (99), theπ-wavevector

component S x x
π (r) of the spin correlation function 〈S x

1 S x
r 〉 in the U6 frame can be derived as

S x x
π (r) =

Ax

r2
+

Bx ln1/2(r/r0)
r

, (102)

in which

Ax =
1
6

�

− D(L)2 (2D(L)2 − 2D′(L)2 + D(L)1 − D′(L)1 ) + 2D(R)2 (D
(R)
2 + D′(R)2 + D(R)1 − D′(R)1 )

�

,

Bx =
1
6

C2(2C2 + 2C ′2 + C1 + C ′1). (103)

Next, we discuss numerical evidence for the emergent SU(2)1 invariance by comparing
numerical results with the prediction in Eq. (102). In Fig. 12 (a), the numerical results of
S x x
π (rL) as a function of rL are shown are shown for the Gamma-DM-Octupole model in the
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Figure 12: (a) S x x
π (rL) as function of rL on a log-log scale where the slope is−0.9266,

(b) [rLS x x
π (rL)]2 versus log(rL), in which rL =

L
π sin(πr

L ). DMRG numerics are per-
formed for the Gamma-DM-Octupole model in the U6 frame on a system of L = 144
sites using periodic boundary conditions. The parameters are chosen as Γ1 = −0.8,
Γ2 = −0.12, Ω= 0.3.

U6 frame at Γ1 = −0.8, Γ2 = −1.2, and Ω= 0.3, obtained from DMRG simulations on a system
of L = 144 sites using periodic boundary conditions. In the r � 1 limit, the 1/r2 term in Eq.
(102) can be ignored, hence Eq. (102) predicts an exponent close to 1. The slope extracted
from Fig. 12 (a) is −0.9266, which is very close to −1, consistent with the prediction of
SU(2)1 WZW model. In fact, the 7% deviation of the exponent from 1 is due to the logarithmic
correction in Eq. (102). To further study the logarithmic correction, [rLS x x

π (rL)]2 is plotted
against log(rL) as shown in Fig. 12 (b). As can be seen from Fig. 12 (b), the relation is very
linear, consistent with the theoretical prediction in Eq. (102) in the r � 1 limit.

7.4 Td group: The Gamma-DM-staggered-Octupole model

The minimal model for the nonsymmorphic Td group with six-site unit cells in the U6 frame is
the Gamma-DM-staggered-Octupole model defined in the original frame as follows,

HΓDMΩ2
= HΓDM

+Ω2

∑

j

(−) j−1(S x
j−1S y

j S x
j+1 + S y

j−1S x
j S y

j+1), (104)

in which HΓDM
is defined in Eq. (86). Explicit expressions of the Hamiltonians in the original

and U6 frames are included in Appendix A.2.3.
Using the bosonization formulas in Eq. (100), the π-wavevector component S x x

π (r) of the
spin correlation function 〈S x

1 S x
r 〉 in the U6 frame can be derived as

S x x
π (r) =

Ax

r2
+

Bx ln1/2(r/r0)
r

, (105)

in which

Ax =
1
6

�

D(L)2 (−D(L)2 + D′(L)2 − D1 + D′(R)2 − D(R)2 + D′1)

+D(R)2 (−D(R)2 + D′(R)2 − D1 + D′(L)2 − D(L)2 + D′1)
�

,

Bx =
1
6

C2(2C2 + 2C ′2 + C1 + C ′1). (106)
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Figure 13: (a) S x x
π (rL) as function of rL on a log-log scale where the slope is−0.9272,

(b) [rLS x x
π (rL)]2 versus log(rL), in which rL =

L
π sin(πr

L ). DMRG numerics are per-
formed for the Gamma-DM-staggered-Octupole model in the U6 frame on a system
of L = 144 sites using periodic boundary conditions. The parameters are chosen as
Γ1 = −0.8, Γ2 = −0.12, Ω2 = 0.3.

Next, we discuss numerical evidence for the emergent SU(2)1 invariance by comparing
numerical results with the prediction in Eq. (105). In Fig. 13 (a), numerical results of S x x

π (rL)
as a function of rL on a log-log scale are shown for the Gamma-DM-staggered-Octupole model
in the U6 frame at Γ1 = −0.8, Γ2 = −1.2, and Ω = 0.3, obtained from DMRG simulations
on a system of L = 144 sites using periodic boundary conditions. In the r � 1 limit, the
1/r2 term in Eq. (105) can be ignored, hence Eq. (105) predicts an exponent close to 1.
The slope extracted from Fig. 13 (a) is −0.9272, which is very close to −1, consistent with
the prediction of SU(2)1 WZW model. In fact, the 7% deviation of the exponent from 1 is
due to the logarithmic correction in Eq. (105). To further study the logarithmic correction,
[rLS x x

π (rL)]2 is plotted against log(rL) as shown in Fig. 13 (b). As can be seen from Fig. 13
(b), the relation is very linear, consistent with the theoretical prediction in Eq. (105) in the
r � 1 limit.

8 Conclusion

In summary, we have studied the nonsymmorphic groups which can lead to extended gap-
less phases with emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariances in one-dimensional spin-1/2 models.
We find that all the five nonsymmorphic cubic groups including Oh, O, Th, Td and T can sta-
bilize SU(2)1 phases, whereas nonsymmorphic planar groups cannot. Minimal models are
constructed for the corresponding nonsymmorphic cubic groups, and numerical evidence of
emergent SU(2)1 conformal invariance are provided in the constructed models. Our work is
useful for understanding gapless phases in 1D spin systems having nonsymmorphic symme-
tries.
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A Explicit forms of the Hamiltonians

In this appendix, we give the explicit forms of the Hamiltonians for the models.

A.1 Three-site unit cell

A.1.1 Oh group: symmetric Gamma model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian is

H2n+1,2n+2 = Γ (S y
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Sz
2n+1S y

2n+2),

H2n+2,2n+3 = Γ (Sz
2n+2S x

2n+3 + S x
2n+2Sz

2n+3). (107)

In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian is

H ′3n+1,3n+2 = −Γ (S′y3n+1S′y3n+2 + S′z3n+1S′z3n+2),

H ′3n+2,3n+3 = −Γ (S′x3n+2S′x3n+3 + S′y3n+2S′y3n+3),

H ′3n+3,3n+4 = −Γ (S′z3n+3S′z3n+4 + S′x3n+3S′x3n+4). (108)

A.1.2 T group: asymmetric-Gamma-Omega model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian is

H2n+1,2n+2 = Γ1S y
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Γ2Sz
2n+1S y

2n+2 +Ω(S
x
2nS y

2n+1S x
2n+2 − S y

2nS x
2n+1S y

2n+2),

H2n+2,2n+3 = Γ1S x
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Γ2Sz
2n+1S x

2n+2 +Ω(S
x
2nS y

2n+1S x
2n+2 − S y

2nS x
2n+1S y

2n+2).(109)

In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian is

H ′3n+1,3n+2 = −(Γ1S′y3n+1S′y3n+2 + Γ2S′z3n+1S′z3n+2) +Ω(S
′z
3nS′y3n+1S′x3n+2 − S′y3nS′x3n+1S′z3n+2),

H ′3n+2,3n+3 = −(Γ1S′x3n+2S′x3n+3 + Γ2S′y3n+2S′y3n+3) +Ω(S
′y
3n+1S′x3n+2S′z3n+3 − S′x3n+1S′z3n+2S′y3n+3),

H ′3n+3,3n+4 = −(Γ1S′z3n+3S′z3n+4 + Γ2S′x3n+3S′x3n+4) +Ω(S
′x
3n+2S′z3n+3S′y3n+4 − S′z3n+2S′y3n+3S′x3n+4).

(110)

A.1.3 Th group: asymmetric Gamma model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian is

H2n+1,2n+2 = Γ1S y
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Γ2Sz
2n+1S y

2n+2,

H2n+2,2n+3 = Γ1S x
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Γ2Sz
2n+1S x

2n+2. (111)
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In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian is

H ′3n+1,3n+2 = −(Γ1S′y3n+1S′y3n+2 + Γ2S′z3n+1S′z3n+2),

H ′3n+2,3n+3 = −(Γ1S′x3n+2S′x3n+3 + Γ2S′y3n+2S′y3n+3),

H ′3n+3,3n+4 = −(Γ1S′z3n+3S′z3n+4 + Γ2S′x3n+3S′x3n+4). (112)

A.1.4 O group: Gamma-Omega model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian is

H2n+1,2n+2 = Γ (S y
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Sz
2n+1S y

2n+2) +Ω(S
x
2nS y

2n+1S x
2n+2 − S y

2nS x
2n+1S y

2n+2),

H2n+2,2n+3 = Γ (Sz
2n+2S x

2n+3 + S x
2n+2Sz

2n+3) +Ω(S
x
2nS y

2n+1S x
2n+2 − S y

2nS x
2n+1S y

2n+2). (113)

In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian is

H ′3n+1,3n+2 = −Γ (S′y3n+1S′y3n+2 + S′z3n+1S′z3n+2) +Ω(S
′z
3nS′y3n+1S′x3n+2 − S′y3nS′x3n+1S′z3n+2),

H ′3n+2,3n+3 = −Γ (S′x3n+2S′x3n+3 + S′y3n+2S′y3n+3) +Ω(S
′y
3n+1S′x3n+2S′z3n+3 − S′x3n+1S′z3n+2S′y3n+3),

H ′3n+3,3n+4 = −Γ (S′z3n+3S′z3n+4 + S′x3n+3S′x3n+4) +Ω(S
′x
3n+2S′z3n+3S′y3n+4 − S′z3n+2S′y3n+3S′x3n+4).

(114)

A.1.5 Td group: Gamma-Ω2 model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian is

H2n+1,2n+2 = Γ (S y
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Sz
2n+1S y

2n+2) +Ω2(S
x
2nS y

2n+1S x
2n+2 + S y

2nS x
2n+1S y

2n+2),

H2n+2,2n+3 = Γ (Sz
2n+2S x

2n+3 + S x
2n+2Sz

2n+3)−Ω2(S
x
2nS y

2n+1S x
2n+2 + S y

2nS x
2n+1S y

2n+2).(115)

In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian is

H ′3n+1,3n+2 = −Γ (S′y3n+1S′y3n+2 + S′z3n+1S′z3n+2) +Ω2(S
′z
3nS′y3n+1S′x3n+2 + S′y3nS′x3n+1S′z3n+2),

H ′3n+2,3n+3 = −Γ (S′x3n+2S′x3n+3 + S′y3n+2S′y3n+3) +Ω2(S
′y
3n+1S′x3n+2S′z3n+3 + S′x3n+1S′z3n+2S′y3n+3),

H ′3n+3,3n+4 = −Γ (S′z3n+3S′z3n+4 + S′x3n+3S′x3n+4) +Ω2(S
′x
3n+2S′z3n+3S′y3n+4 + S′z3n+2S′y3n+3S′x3n+4).

(116)

A.2 Six-site unit cell

A.2.1 Oh group: Gamma-DM model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian is

H2n+1,2n+2 = Γ1S y
2n+1Sz

2n+2 + Γ2Sz
2n+1S y

2n+2,

H2n+2,2n+3 = Γ1Sz
2n+2S x

2n+3 + Γ2S x
2n+2Sz

2n+3. (117)

In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian is

H ′6n+1,6n+2 = −Γ1S′y1+6nS′y2+6n − Γ2S′z1+6nS′z2+6n,

H ′6n+2,6n+3 = −Γ1S′y2+6nS′y3+6n − Γ2S′x2+6nS′x3+6n,

H ′6n+3,6n+4 = −Γ1S′z3+6nS′z4+6n − Γ2S′x3+6nS′x4+6n,

H ′6n+4,6n+5 = −Γ1S′z4+6nS′z5+6n − Γ2S′y4+6nS′y5+6n,

H ′6n+5,6n+6 = −Γ1S′x5+6nS′x6+6n − Γ2S′y5+6nS′y6+6n,

H ′6n+6,6n+7 = −Γ1S′x6+6nS′x7+6n − Γ2S′z6+6nS′z7+6n. (118)
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A.2.2 O group: Gamma-DM-Octupole model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian can be obtained by adding the Ω term in Eq. (113) to
Eq. (117). In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian can be obtained by adding the Ω term in Eq.
(114) to Eq. (118).

A.2.3 Td group: Gamma-DM-staggered-Octupole model

In the original frame, the Hamiltonian can be obtained by adding the Ω2 term in Eq. (115)
to Eq. (117). In the U6 frame, the Hamiltonian can be obtained by adding the Ω2 term in Eq.
(116) to Eq. (118).

B Transformation properties of the SU(2)1 WZW field

The transformation laws of g and ~JL , ~JR under time reversal T , spatial translation Ta, inversion
I and spin rotation R ∈ SU(2) are summarized as

T : ε(x)→ ε(x), ~N(x)→− ~N(x),
~JL(x)→−~JR(x), ~JR(x)→−~JL(x), (119)

Ta : ε(x)→−ε(x), ~N(x)→− ~N(x),
~JL(x)→ ~JL(x), ~JR(x)→ ~JR(x), (120)

I : ε(x)→−ε(−x), ~N(x)→ ~N(−x),
~JL(x)→ ~JR(−x), ~JR(x)→ ~JL(−x), (121)

R : ε(x)→ ε(x), Nα(x)→ RαβNβ(x),

JαL (x)→ Rα
β

JβL (x), JαR (x)→ Rαβ JβR (x), (122)

in which x is the spatial coordinate; Rα
β

(α,β = x , y, z) is the matrix element of the 3 × 3

rotation matrix R; ε(x) = trg(x) is the dimer order parameter; and ~N(x) = itr(g(x)~σ) is the
Néel order parameter [40].
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C Spin correlation functions for the case of nonsymmorphic cubic
T symmetry

The expressions of all the Fourier components in Eq. (43) are

S x x
0 (r) = −

1
r2
·

1
3
[D(L)2 (D

(L)
1 + D(L)2 + D(L)3 ) + D(R)2 (D

(R)
1 + D(R)2 + D(R)3 )]

S x x
π (r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
3

C2(C1 + C2 + C3)

S x x
π/3,(1)(r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
p

3
C2(C1 − C3)

S x x
π/3,(2)(r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
3

C2(−C1 + 2C2 − C3)

S x x
2π/3,(1)(r) = −

1
r2
·

1
p

3
[D(L)2 (D

(L)
3 − D(L)1 ) + D(R)2 (D

(R)
3 − D(R)1 )]

S x x
2π/3,(2)(r) = −

1
r2
·

1
3
[D(L)2 (−D(L)1 + 2D(L)2 − D(L)3 ) + D(R)2 (−D(R)1 + 2D(R)2 − D(R)3 )],(123)

S y y
0 (r) = −

1
r2
·

1
3
[D(L)3 (D

(L)
1 + D(L)2 + D(L)3 ) + D(R)3 (D

(R)
1 + D(R)2 + D(R)3 )]

S y y
π (r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
3

C3(C1 + C2 + C3)

S y y
π/3,(1)(r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
p

3
C3(C2 − C1)

S y y
π/3,(2)(r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
3

C3(−C1 − C2 + 2C3)

S y y
2π/3,(1)(r) = −

1
r2
·

1
p

3
[D(L)3 (D

(L)
1 − D(L)2 ) + D(R)3 (D

(R)
1 − D(R)2 )]

S y y
2π/3,(2)(r) = −

1
r2
·

1
3
[D(L)3 (−D(L)1 − D(L)2 + 2D(L)3 ) + D(R)3 (−D(R)1 − D(R)2 + 2D(R)3 )],(124)

Szz
0 (r) = −

1
r2
·

1
3
[D(L)1 (D

(L)
1 + D(L)2 + D(L)3 ) + D(R)1 (D

(R)
1 + D(R)2 + D(R)3 )]

Szz
π (r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
3

C1(C1 + C2 + C3)

Szz
π/3,(1)(r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
p

3
C1(C3 − C2)

Szz
π/3,(2)(r) =

ln1/2(r/r0)
r

·
1
3

C1(2C1 − C2 − C3)

Szz
2π/3,(1)(r) = −

1
r2
·

1
p

3
[D(L)1 (D

(L)
2 + D(L)3 )− D(R)1 (D

(R)
2 − D(R)3 )]

Szz
2π/3,(2)(r) = −

1
r2
·

1
3
[D(L)1 (2D(L)1 − D(L)2 − D(L)3 ) + D(R)1 (2D(R)1 − D(R)2 − D(R)3 )]. (125)
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